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This is the book you need to master reverse logistics. You ll learn how to configure and use SAP ERP to optimize reverse logistics practices,
particularly returns, repairs, and refurbishment. And with the step-by-step instructions, real-world examples, and tips provided throughout,
you ll find many ways to streamline your processes and make your business perform more efficiently. This is the book that will ensure you
re getting the most out of the reverse logistics tools in SAP ERP. Basic Principles of Reverse Logistics Explore what reverse logistics is and
how it can help you develop a more efficient and cost-effective business. Reverse Logistics Functionalities Get a thorough understanding of
the various reverse logistics processes, and learn how they are executed within SAP ERP. SAP ERP Configuration Learn how to customize
SAP ERP for reverse logistics to work for your needs. Finance in Reverse Logistics Learn how to recapture value for reverse logistics with
accounting and valuation in SAP. Real-World Examples and Tips Use the insider tips provided throughout to find solutions to your own
reverse logistics issues.
Details and Overviews This is a detailed book that covers every screen of the SAP Menu and IMG. Details are preceded by overviews that
show the larger picture and linkages between different concepts. Learning Guide This book can be used to learn SAP. You can start
learning SAP using this book even if you know nothing about SAP. How to read this book in multiple iterations is explained in the book.
Technical Reference If you are in SAP menu or IMG and want to find the relevant material in this book, it is very easy. Both SAP menu
and IMG are expanded and hyperlinks are provided against each item. Just click the hyperlink and you are taken to the respective section.
A New Approach to SAP Implementation You can use this book to implement SAP in a structured way. This approach is explained in the
book. Configuration manual The documentation of SAP implementation includes a configuration manual. This configuration manual may
be structured on the lines of this book. User manual The documentation of an SAP implementation includes a user manual. This book
should serve as a generic user manual. Company-specific user manual may also be structured on the lines of this book and may include
only company-specific guidelines for the users.
Throughout the world, high-profile large organizations (aerospace and defense, automotive, banking, chemicals, financial service
providers, healthcare, high tech, insurance, oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, retail, telecommunications, and utilities) and governments are
using SAP software to process their most mission-critical, highly sensitive data. With more than 100,000 installations, SAP is the world's
largest enterprise software company and the world's third largest independent software supplier overall. Despite this widespread use, there
have been very few books written on SAP implementation and security, despite a great deal of interest. (There are 220,000 members in an online SAP 'community' seeking information, ideas and tools on the IT Toolbox Website alone.) Managing SAP user authentication and
authorizations is becoming more complex than ever, as there are more and more SAP products involved that have very different access
issues. It's a complex area that requires focused expertise. This book is designed for these network and systems administrator who deal with
the complexity of having to make judgmental decisions regarding enormously complicated and technical data in the SAP landscape, as well
as pay attention to new compliance rules and security regulations. Most SAP users experience significant challenges when trying to manage
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and mitigate the risks in existing or new security solutions and usually end up facing repetitive, expensive re-work and perpetuated
compliance challenges. This book is designed to help them properly and efficiently manage these challenges on an ongoing basis. It aims to
remove the 'Black Box' mystique that surrounds SAP security. * The most comprehensive coverage of the essentials of SAP security
currently available: risk and control management, identity and access management, data protection and privacy, corporate governance,
legal and regulatory compliance. * This book contains information about SAP security that is not available anywhere else to help the reader
avoid the "gotchas" that may leave them vulnerable during times of upgrade or other system changes *Companion Web site provides
custom SAP scripts, which readers can download to install, configure and troubleshoot SAP.
With their latest product, SAP S/4HANA, SAP is revolutionizing how we approach finance by re-architecting data persistency and merging
accounts and cost elements. This book offers a fundamental introduction to SAP S/4HANA Finance. Dive into the three pillars of
innovation including SAP Accounting powered by SAP HANA, SAP Cash Management, and SAP BI Integrated Planning. Find out about
the new configuration options, updated data model, and what this means for reporting in the future. Get a first-hand look at the new user
interfaces in SAP Fiori. Review new universal journal, asset accounting, material ledger, and account-based profitability analysis
functionality. Examine the steps required to migrate to SAP S/4HANA Finance and walk through the deployment options. By using
practical examples, tips, and screenshots, this book helps readers to: - Understand the basics of SAP S/4HANA Finance - Explore the new
architecture, configuration options, and SAP Fiori - Examine SAP S/4HANA Finance migration steps - Assess the impact on business
processes
Helps you learn how to configure SAP's plant maintenance module, Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) in the best way possible. This
guide provides you all the details necessary to bring your system to life, whether you are working on an implementation, upgrade, or
optimization project.
For most SAP MM end-users or SAP MM learners, Purchase Requisition (PR) release strategy is a 'black box' process. Many of them don't
understand that topic and get frustrated because there is no good documentation about it.This book explains the basic concept of PR
Release Strategy and step by step guide how to configure it on SAP ERP system. To make it more understandable, it is supplied with a case
study and the screen shots of each configuration step.The book is written in a simple-to-understand way, so anyone can learn it easily. You
don't need to have extensive SAP configuration skill or experience to be able to configure it.In addition, the book also contains extra section
which explains in details about purchasing process (procurement cycle) in SAP ERP. It explains Determination of Requirements (SAP PR
document in details), Determination of Source of Supply, Vendor Selection, Purchase Order (PO) Processing, and PO Monitoring
processes.
The IT Administrator's Guide to Best Practices
Configuring Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP
SAP SD Shipping and Transportation
Practical Guide to SAP CO-PC (Product Cost Controlling)
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Installation and Configuration Guide for MicroStrategy Analytics Enterprise
Production Planning with SAP S/4HANA
Web Services
Technical Reference and Learning Guide
WebSphere Application Server V7 Administration and Configuration Guide
This book addresses the web services arena with a specific agenda of providing information right from
covering the fundamental aspects to its deployment and implementation issues. The content is
introductory in nature, and covers not only the technology aspects, but also highlights the application
scenarios across the industry. In order to illustrate the potential of web services, a case study
exemplifying the Financial and Banking Services industry has been chosen for presentation the book.
Details and Overviews This is a detailed book that covers every screen of the SAP Menu and IMG.
Details are preceded by overviews that show the larger picture and linkages between different
concepts. Learning Guide This book can be used to learn SAP. You can start learning SAP using this
book even if you know nothing about SAP. How to read this book in multiple iterations is explained in
the book. Technical Reference If you are in SAP menu or IMG and want to find the relevant material
in this book, it is very easy. Both SAP menu and IMG are expanded and section number is provided
against each item. A New Approach to SAP Implementation You can use this book to implement SAP
in a structured way. This approach is explained in the book. Configuration manual The documentation
of SAP implementation includes a configuration manual. This configuration manual may be
structured on the lines of this book. User manual The documentation of an SAP implementation
includes a user manual. This book should serve as a generic user manual. Company-specific user
manual may also be structured on the lines of this book and may include only company-specific
guidelines for the users.
SAP SCM: Applications and Modeling for Supply Chain Management empowers you to capitalize on
the sophistication of SAP APO. This book provides clear advice on the inevitable, critical decisions
that can lead to project success or failure and shows you, wherever you are on the supply chain
management staff—buyer, planner, ground controller or analyst—to fully exploit the agility SAP APO
offers.
This is the follow up to my first book on the successful implementation of SAP Service Management.
This guide picks up where my first book left off. It begins to cover even more of the Service
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Management Configuration. It also includes several new scenarios including:* Third Party Repairs
(without Warranty Claims)* Variant Configuration for Service ManagementThis guide will give you the
tools you need to move beyond the initial implementation, and into the realm of advanced service
management.
The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and configure MicroStrategy
products on Windows, UNIX, Linux, and HP platforms, as well as basic maintenance guidelines.
In this book, noted expert Andrew Okungbowa explains SAP Asset Accounting (FI-AA) in SAP-ERP,
including its associated business benefits, and guides you through the considerable complexities of
SAP-ERP configuration. Using FI-AA for fixed asset management enables you to manage assets in
multinational companies across a broad range of industries and produce reports to meet various
needs in line with legal requirements. Configuring SAP-ERP can be a daunting exercise, however, and
there are few resources that address these issues. Asset Accounting Configuration in SAP ERP fills
that resource gap by covering the major aspects of SAP FI-AA for anyone with SAP experience and the
basic accounting knowledge and bookkeeping skills necessary to apply configuration. It provides
configuration explanations in the simplest forms possible and provides step-by-step guidance with
illustrations and practical examples. What You'll Learn “li>In-depth coverage of FI-AA syllabus How to
configure FI-AA accounting in SAP How to integrate FI-AA accounting with other SAP modules How to
explain the functionalities of SAP FI-AA Knowledge gained from real-world practical examples and
case studies Who This Book Is For The key target audience for this book includes SAP consultants,
developers, accountants, support organizations and beginners. It is also a resourceful learning
manual for universities and institutions whose curricula covers SAP-ERP Asset Accounting.
Securing SAP S/4HANA
Practical Guide to SAP GTS Part 2: Preference and Customs Management
Implementing Sap Erp Financials
Sap Bw Basic Settings And Configuration Guide
Variant Configuration with SAP
SAP SCM
Installation and Configuration Guide for MicroStrategy 9.5
Asset Accounting Configuration in SAP ERP
SAP Security Configuration and Deployment
A Step-by-Step Guide
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Revised edition of Optimizing sales and distribution in SAP ERP, 2010.
SAP Global Trade Services (GTS) helps companies maximize supply chain performance and reduces the
overall cost and risk of global trade by ensuring regulatory compliance, accelerating trade activity,
and enabling trade compliance automation. The Practical Guide to SAP GTS Part II dives into customs
management and preference processing. Explore how to leverage self-filing, using a broker model, and
adopting a free trade agreement to improve ROI. The book is current to version 10.1 and explores version
11.0 and its new features including Fiori apps and UX. - Best practices for leveraging SAP GTS for trade
compliance - Fundamentals of preference implementation and system set up - How self-filing, broker
models and free trade agreements can improve ROI - Review of Version 11.0 with screenshots
Because of its complex integration, Product Cost Controlling (CO-PC) is often regarded as the most
challenging module in SAP ERP. In this book, you will learn the most important concepts, business
processes, and configuration settings. By concentrating only on the essentials, this book will quickly
enable you to use it as a supplementary reference guide for implementing or supporting SAP CO-PC.
Screenshots of transactions and configuration are included to illustrate written content. This book also
dives into CO-PC integration details with other modules and tips on how to properly configure and
implement a highly integrated sub-module. This complete and simplified guide to configuration and
business processes for SAP Product Costing covers: * Introduction to Value Flows in SAP Controlling *
Step-by-Step Examples * Configuration for Product Costing * Detailed Month End Closing Processes
Market_Desc: Consultants, IS managers, and project team members for FI/CO systems. Also, end users who
have been left to maintain a system after a project's conclusion. Special Features: " Only book on the
market for SAP team members who need to configure and customize the FI/CO module. Covers configuration
issues in far more depth than other books,which focus on the theory of FI/CO and functionality from only
an end-user perspective." The book's approach is ideally suited to the needs of the audience. The
emphasis is on teaching people how to configure the system to deliver functionality. The authors use
case studies and detailed tables to explore the variations in setup depending on the environment the
module is being used in." FI and CO are the most widely used of the SAP modules, both domestically and
abroad. About The Book: SAP is the leading ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) product in the market,
with more than 30 percent market share. FI/CO, the Financial and Controlling modules, are the most
popular modules in the package and are used by thousands of SAP customers in various industries. (20,000
companies have installed SAP; more than half have the financial package). Configuring and customizing
the SAP modules is still one of the most expensive and time-consuming parts of the implementation,
because consultants are expensive and support from SAP is slow. This book is valid for both versions 3.x
and 4.x of R/3.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication for IBM Power SystemsTM with IBM PowerHA® SystemMirror® Standard and
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Enterprise Editions (hardware, software, practices, reference architectures, and tools) documents a welldefined deployment model within an IBM Power Systems environment. It guides you through a planned
foundation for a dynamic infrastructure for your enterprise applications. This information is for
technical consultants, technical support staff, IT architects, and IT specialists who are responsible
for providing high availability and support for the IBM PowerHA SystemMirror Standard and Enterprise
Editions on IBM POWER® systems.
* Implement and use Variant Configuration with SAP * Build and maintain a complete product model *
Updated coverage on SAP ERP 6.0 enhancement pack 5 and CRM 7.0 With this all-inclusive reference, you
have everything you need to implement, customize, and use Variant Configuration with SAP. Whether you're
a consultant, work directly with variant configuration, or are a manager, this book contains essential
information you need in order to make key decisions on how Variant Configuration works best for your
company. Variant Configuration in ERP and CRM Understand how to integrate Variant Configuration in
processes such as quality management and customer service, and explore the necessary Customizing steps.
Advanced Integration Topics Find extensive coverage on business processes for SAP ERP, including the
Order Engineering Workbench, planning Variant Configuration, and more. Industry-Specific Solutions Learn
about unique configurations and enhancements that are possible within specific industries and how to
manage them, accompanied by customer examples and practical suggestions.Expert Knowledge Benefit from
the authors' and SAP customers' notes on special challenges encountered when implementing and using
Variant Configuration for product models. Updated and Expanded This new edition covers integrated
Product and Process Engineering (iPPE), Product Data Replication (PDR), the new PLM environment, and
much more. Highlights Product Model * Configuration profile and scenarios Business Processes in SAP ERP
* Integrated process and product engineering (iPPE) * Integration, Customizing Product Configuration *
Variant Configurator LO-VC * Internet Pricing and Configurator (IPC) Challenges * Performance
optimization, change services * Product Data Replication (PDR) Project and Practical Reports * Industry
solution DIMP reports, project managers, SAP customers and partners * Configuration Workgroup (CWG) and
outlook on SAP Business ByDesign The Authors Uwe Blumohr, Manfred Munch, and Marin Ukalovic work at SAP
and hold different positions in the area of Variant Configuration.
First Steps in SAP S/4HANA Finance
SAP PR Release Strategy Concept and Configuration Guide - a Case Study
Installation and Configuration Guide for MicroStrategy 10
PP-DS with SAP S/4HANA
Optimizing Reverse Logistics with SAP ERP
Sap Hr Personnel Administration and Recruitment : Technical Reference and Learning Guide
SAP SD Billing
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Implementation & Configuration Guide for Finance Master Data Governance (SAP MDG-F)
Customizing Guidline MDG-F
CONFIGURING SAP R/3 FI/CO: THE ESSENTIAL RESOURCE FOR CONFIGURING THE FINANCIAL AND CONTROLLING MODU

* Detailed instructions on configuring SAP ERP Financials module * Examples to clarify the tricky areas in a
configuration * Supported by screenshots to explain configuration of SAP financial module
This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides system administrators and developers with the knowledge to
configure a WebSphere® Application Server V7 runtime environment, to package and deploy applications, and
to perform ongoing management of the WebSphere environment. As one in a series of IBM Redbooks
publications and RedpapersTM publications for V7, the entire series is designed to give you in-depth
information about key WebSphere Application Server features. In this book, we provide a detailed exploration of
the WebSphere Application Server V7 runtime administration process. The book includes configuration and
administration information for WebSphere Application Server V7 and WebSphere Application Server Network
Deployment V7 on distributed platforms and WebSphere Application Server for z/OS® V7. The following
publications are considered prerequisites to this book: - WebSphere Application Server V7.0: Technical
Overview, REDP-4482 - WebSphere Application Server V7: Concepts, Planning and Design, SG24-7708
The Consultant's Guide to SAP SRM/EBP Configuration and Programming The heavy integration and amount of
technical knowledge required to master SAP's SRM/EBP product is staggering, but also makes configuring and
programming a challenge. Now, for the first time, a world class SAP consultant reveals his "secret handshake"
solutions to real-world configuration and progarmming tasks in SAP/SRM EBP, and SAP Business Workflow.
Much more than just a rehash of system documentation and training, the author explores topics and techniques
that are simply not covered, or not covered as clearly, elsewhere. From implementing the basic system to
debugging the most involved problems, dozens of examples show you just how to do it - or how to do it better!
Key topics include Little known configuration options Undocumented transaction codes Important OSS notes
and patches Workflow and approval implementation scenarios Using the ITS debug facility
This text guides readers from the basic configuration of the SAP BW system to extracting data for analysis by
their business users. (Computer Books)
his book gives you a comprehensive introduction to the processes of quality management. You ll find details on
installing and using SAP QM in your production environment, and learn about viable solution options for
business-related tasks with your SAP system. And you ll find real-life examples to help you quickly understand
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and implement the concepts. In addition to quality planning, quality inspection, and quality control, you ll learn
about vendor evaluation and test equipment management, which are integrated in other SAP modules and
integral to quality management. You'll find many useful tips based on the authors practical experience to give
you valuable insight into solving complex tasks and customizing to meet your own specific requirements, and
you'll examine Audit Management and the integration with SAP NetWeaver BI. The 3rd edition of this benchmark
work was completely updated for SAP ERP 6.0; however, it is also suitable for users as of Release 4.6C.
Are you ready for embedded PP-DS? Advance your production planning and detailed scheduling with this
comprehensive guide! Discover how the PP-DS integration model has been simplified with SAP S/4HANA. Then
follow step-by-step instructions for configuring and running PP-DS in your system, from determining your
requirements to monitoring your results. With details on advanced features, troubleshooting, and migration, this
is your all-in-one PP-DS resource. In this book, you'll learn about: a. Master Data Walk through the PP-DS
integration model, and see which master data objects are still required in SAP S/4HANA. Set up your master data
so that all advanced features run smoothly in your system. b. Configuration Learn how to configure embedded
PP-DS, step by step. Begin with basic settings for master data and SAP liveCache, and then move on to
heuristics, the product view, the planning board, and more. c. Execution From leveraging planning, service, and
scheduling heuristics to using the PP-DS optimizer, learn how to execute successful planning and scheduling
runs in SAP S/4HANA. Highlights Include: 1) Master data 2) Configuration 3) Data transfer 4) Service and
scheduling heuristics 5) Block planning 6) Shelf life planning 7) Push production 8) Alert monitor 9)
Administration 10) Migration
Warehouse Management with SAP ERP
Functionality and Technical Configuration
Quality Management with SAP
Sap Bw Ultimate Cookbook
Installation and Configuration Guide for MicroStrategy 9.2.1m
Advanced Configuration
Installation and Configuration Guide for MicroStrategy 9. 3
- A Case Study SAP PR Release Strategy Concept and Configuration Guide
SAP SD Sales
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Step up your SAP PP game! Learn how to configure SAP ERP Production Planning for discrete, process, and repetitive manufacturing and
master BOM status definitions, process message characteristics, and master data. Dive into SAP PP workflows and use Process
Management, release production orders, and create planning tables. Covering everything from S&OP and MRP to SAP Demand
Management and the Early Warning System, this book will help you get your production process to maximum efficiency!
The Installation and Configuration Guide includes information to install and configure MicroStrategy products on Windows, UNIX and Linux
platforms, as well as basic maintenance guidelines.
Explore how to protect and defend your SAP S/4HANA applications, Fiori, Gateway, and the SAP HANA database platform. Learn how to
create a consistent cross-system authorization concept and translate the technical specifics for each system into a comprehensive and
consistent security model. Explore technical security aspects such as privileges and roles, authentication and encryption, and monitoring for
S/4HANA. Compare and contrast SAP S/4HANA applications to the SAP ERP security model and identify what has changed. This book is up
to date for SAP HANA 2.0! Dive into SAP S/4HANA authorizations and gain an understanding of the impact on the new front-end and
database security setup, and why the different levels need to be consistent. Get best practices for SAP Fiori and Gateway. Find out why it is
important to secure SAP HANA from an application layer point of view, as well as a database point of view. Take an in-depth look at how to
secure the SAP Application Server, database, operating system, and the network infrastructure. - Effectively secure SAP S/4HANA, Fiori, and
Gateway - Privileges and roles, authentication, encryption, and monitoring - Mobile access and SSO considerations - Cross-system
authorization concepts and implementation
SAP Enterprise Structure (MM and related modules such as FI, Logistics, and SD) Concept and Configuration Guide - a Case Study
SAP Service Management
Sap Hr India Payroll: Technical Reference And Learning Guide
SAP SRM Advanced EBP Cookbook
Applications and Modeling for Supply Chain Management (with BW Primer)
Installation and Configuration Guide for MicroStrategy 9. 3. 1
Production Planning and Control with SAP ERP
Configuring SAP Plant Maintenance
Guide to IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX Version 7.1.3
SAP SD Sales Support
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